RESOLUTION WSD-002 Guidance Resolution on 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plans Pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 8386.

This Resolution gives overall guidance on the 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plans (WMPs) submitted by the electrical corporations the Commission regulates. This Guidance Resolution is accompanied by individual Resolutions addressing each electrical corporation’s WMP.

The Commission’s most important responsibility is ensuring that its regulations keep Californians safe. Starting in 2007 with catastrophic wildfires in the San Diego area, the equipment of large electric utilities the Commission regulates has been implicated in the most devastating wildfires in our state’s history. California’s Legislature enacted several legislative measures requiring electrical corporations to submit, and the WSD to review, approve or otherwise act on WMPs designed to reduce the risk of utility-caused catastrophic wildfire. Key among the legislative measures are Senate Bill 901 (2018), Assembly Bill 1054 (2019), and Assembly Bill 111, discussed in detail below.

Along with this Resolution, which imposes requirements on all electrical corporations named below, the WSD is issuing separate Resolutions addressing the individual WMPs of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities, Bear Valley
Electric Service, and a single Resolution on the WMPs of independent transmission owners Trans Bay Cable, LLC and Horizon West Transmission, LLC. In conducting this evaluation, the WSD considers and incorporates input from the Wildfire Safety Advisory Board, the public and other stakeholders.

Electrical infrastructure and equipment pose ongoing risks of starting wildfires due to the presence of electric current. There are three elements required to start a fire: fuel (such as dry vegetation), oxygen, and an ignition source (heat). A spark from electrical infrastructure and equipment can provide the ignition point from which a wildfire can spread and cause catastrophic harm to life, property, and the environment.¹

WMPs contain an electrical corporation’s detailed plans to reduce the risk that equipment will ignite a wildfire. Electrical corporations are also required to demonstrate, through evaluation of a wildfire mitigation measure’s “risk-spend efficiency,” that California electric ratepayers’ funds are only being spent on mitigation measures that are effective in reducing utility-caused wildfire risk.

Generally speaking, the key and most costly aspects of the individual WMPs consist of vegetation management; system hardening, such as widespread electric line replacement with covered conductors designed to lower wildfire ignition; new inspection programs; and “situational awareness” technology, such as weather stations, high definition cameras, and use of computer modeling, weather and wind data and machine learning to predict where wildfires are most likely to strike. In addition, de-energization of power lines, also called Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS), while potentially useful in the mitigation of

¹ Nothing in the review and approval of WMPs relieves the electrical corporations of any otherwise applicable environmental laws or other statutory requirements. Moreover, environmental stewardship is an important value to California and electrical corporations are expected to consider environmental values in all their decision-making.
wildfires, results in significant hardship and cost to utility customers. Individual WMP Resolutions focus most substantively on these issues and address deficiencies of the plans.

PROPOSED OUTCOME:

- Provides overarching guidance binding electrical corporations with regard to their 2020 WMPs
- Discusses the maturity of the electrical corporations as compared to their peers and utilities in the United States and around the world
- Discusses upcoming 2021 wildfire guidelines and the process for updating metrics
- Addresses impact of Covid-19 on WMPs.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:

- Mitigation of catastrophic wildfires in California is among the most important safety challenges the Commission-regulated electrical corporations face. WMPs list all an electrical corporation’s proposed actions to help prevent catastrophic wildfire, so comprehensive WMPs are essential to safety.
- By implementing measures such as vegetation management, system hardening (such as insulating overhead lines and removing or upgrading equipment most likely to cause fire ignition), improved inspection and maintenance, situational awareness (cameras, weather stations, and use of data to predict areas of highest fire threat), improved community engagement and awareness, and other measures, utility-caused catastrophic wildfire risk should be reduced over time.
- Wildfire Safety Division and Commission substantive and procedural changes for 2020 should increase California’s ability to mitigate catastrophic wildfire caused by electrical corporations.

ESTIMATED COST:
Nothing in this Resolution should be construed as approval of the costs associated with the WMP mitigation efforts. As set forth in Public Utilities Code §8386(g), and confirmed by Decision (D.) 19-05-036, the Commission will consider recovery of costs related to WMPs in the electrical corporations’ General Rate Cases.

\[2\] See D.19-05-036 beginning at p. 21.
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SUMMARY

This Resolution gives overall guidance on the 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plans (WMPs) submitted by the electrical corporations the Commission regulates. In addition, this Guidance Resolution provides an overview of the framework used in 2020 for WMP submissions, including the Wildfire Safety Division’s (WSD) 2020 WMP Guidelines, Utility Wildfire Mitigation Maturity Model, data standardization efforts, and performance metrics. Following this summary is a discussion of the WMP evaluation process used by the WSD, including an overview of the deficiency/condition framework used in the Resolutions addressing each electrical corporation’s 2020 WMP.

The Guidance Resolution continues by discussing common deficiencies found across the electrical corporations’ WMPs and the WSD’s plans to bring WMPs into compliance with the 2020 WMP Guidelines. Finally, this Guidance Resolution provides a discussion of the post-WMP reporting and change order processes, and introduces the 2021 WMP evaluation process, including updates to the 2021 WMP Guidelines and the WSD transition to the California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA).

1. BACKGROUND

Catastrophic wildfires in 2017-19 led the California Legislature to pass Senate Bill (SB) 901 in 2018 and its successor Assembly Bill (AB) 1054 in 2019, as well as AB 111. SB 901 and AB 1054 contain detailed requirements for electrical corporations’ WMPs and provide a 90-day review cycle of WMPs by the Commission. AB 111 establishes a new WSD within the Commission. The duties of the WSD are contained in Public Utilities (Pub. Util.) Code Section 326(a), including to oversee and assure electrical corporations’ compliance with wildfire safety requirements and to develop and recommend to the Commission performance metrics to achieve maximum feasible wildfire risk reduction.

SB 901 required a formal Commission proceeding for WMP review, and to that end the Commission reviewed the 2019 WMPs in Rulemaking (R.) 18-10-007. The decisions addressing the 2019 WMPs also added additional requirements for the 2020 WMPs. After the Commission issued its WMP decisions on
May 30, 2019, the Legislature enacted AB 1054 and AB 111, which established the WSD. AB 1054 contains similar WMP requirements to SB 901 but allows WMPs of a three-year, rather than one-year duration. AB 1054 also requires the WSD to review and approve, deny or approve with conditions the electrical corporations’ WMPs, with Commission ratification to follow thereafter. Further, AB 1054 requires establishment of a Wildfire Safety Advisory Board (WSAB), with appointees from the California Governor and Legislature, to provide comment on the 2020 WMPs. AB 1054 specifically requires the WSAB to develop and make recommendations related to the metrics used to evaluate WMPs in 2021 and beyond. The WSD requested the WSAB provide recommendations on the 2020 WMPs, and the WSD considered the WSAB’s recommendations as part of its 2020 WMP evaluation process.

Building on lessons learned from the WMP review process in 2019, the WSD developed and required all electrical corporations to conform their WMPs to a set of new WMP Guidelines starting in 2020. In a change from the Commission’s 2019 process, the WMP Guidelines add requirements on detail, data, and other supporting information, as discussed in detail below. The WMP Guidelines are designed: 1) to increase standardization of information collected on electrical corporations’ wildfire risk exposure; 2) to enable systematic and uniform review of information each electrical corporation submits; and 3) to move electrical corporations toward an effective long-term wildfire mitigation strategy, with systematic tracking of improvements over time.

The Commission adopted Resolution WSD-001 setting forth the process for WSD and Commission review of the 2020 WMPs. The resolution called for electrical corporations to submit their 2020 WMPs on February 7, 2020. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SCE), San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E), PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities,
Bear Valley Electric Service, Trans Bay Cable, LLC and Horizon West Transmission submitted WMPs on that date.

Shortly after electrical corporations filed their WMPs, the WSD held two sets of all-day workshops over four days, on February 18, 19, 24 and 25, 2020. The February 18-19, 2020 informational workshops called for the electrical corporations to present to stakeholders and the public details on their WMPs, and for stakeholders to ask questions, raise concerns, and otherwise comment on the WMPs’ contents. The February 24-25, 2020 technical workshops focused more in depth on key provisions of the WMPs: vegetation management, system hardening, risk-spend efficiency, emerging technology, and reduction of the scale and scope of Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) events. Again, stakeholder and public input was offered.6

Stakeholders were also allowed to submit comments on the WMPs, to which the electrical corporation replied. Stakeholders and members of the public commented on the WMPs on April 7, 2020, and the electrical corporations responded to those comments on April 16, 2020.

2. NOTICE

In accordance with Pub. Util. Code § 8386(d), notice of all electrical corporations’ WMPs was given by posting of the WMPs on the WSD’s webpage, at www.cpuc.ca.gov/wildfiremitigationplans, on February 7, 2020, in accordance with the requirements of Pub. Util. Code Section 8386(d). Further, the electrical corporations served their 2020 WMPs on the Commission’s existing WMP formal proceeding (R.18-10-007) service list, as Resolution WSD-001 provided. Resolution WSD-001 also required the filers to post all data request responses, as well as any document referenced in WMPs, on their own websites and update websites with notice to the R.18-10-007 service list on a weekly basis.

6 Presentations, agendas and other details of the workshops appear on the Commission’s WMP homepage, located at www.cpuc.ca.gov/wildfiremitigationplans.
3. **WILDFIRE SAFETY ADVISORY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS (WSAB)**

The WSAB provided recommendations on the WMPs on April 15, 2020. The WSD has considered the WSAB’s recommendations, and this Resolution and the utility-specific Resolutions incorporate WSAB’s input throughout.

The WSAB focused its recommendations on high-level input and identification of shortcomings in the 2020 WMPs to inform upcoming wildfire mitigation efforts. WSAB recommendations focused on the following areas: vegetation management and inspection; grid design and system hardening; resource allocation methodology; and communication with the community, planning, preparedness and recovery after PSPS events. WSAB recommendations apply to PG&E, SCE and SDG&E.

WSAB, in its evaluation of WMPs, did not recommend requiring resubmittal of 2020 WMP documents; rather, WSAB’s recommendations are intended to be additive guidance to inform the WSD’s evaluation of 2020 WMPs and future wildfire mitigation efforts. The WSAB acknowledges that some recommendations may overlap efforts in other ongoing Commission proceedings but anticipates that recommendations for the improvement of wildfire mitigation work from multiple sources will be brought together under a utility’s WMP.

WSAB recommends the WSD consider the following:

1. Whether the utilities have provided adequate information to track and document their outreach efforts regarding emergency preparedness, event protocols, and post-event learnings.

2. Whether the utilities have provided adequate information to demonstrate that they are forming closer partnerships with city and county governments. This includes providing specific protocols for communicating with local fire departments and ensuring that utilities include a qualified local government liaison when an Incident Management Team is assembled in advance of a potential PSPS event.

---

7 See [www.cpuc.ca.gov/wsab](http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/wsab) for a complete copy of the WSAB’s recommendations to the WSD.
3. The accessibility of the utilities’ advanced weather modeling and fire modeling information and whether additional information should be made publicly available.

4. Whether the utilities should be required to submit pilot program implementation plans to be assessed for reasonableness and cost.

5. The sufficiency of information provided about utility vegetation treatment approaches including: A) whether vegetation treatment practices in non-forested areas are actually increasing wildfire risk; B) whether the utilities have developed programs to increase fuel moisture retention; C) whether the plans justify targeting certain at-risk species based on specific characteristics; and D) whether the fuel treatment programs that go beyond the requirements in General Order (GO) 95 follow best practices or have been scientifically reviewed.

6. Whether the utilities are effectively analyzing damage and potential ignition events that occur during PSPS to determine the effectiveness of their wildfire mitigation measures.

7. Whether the utilities are hiring asset inspectors with qualifications that go beyond basic knowledge of GO 95 requirements and whether the utilities are developing robust training programs.

8. Developing a deeper understanding of how the utilities are prioritizing certain line segments for exclusion from PSPS events.

9. Whether the utilities have completed an analysis of the High Fire Threat District (HFTD) maps to identify segments of the grid that may be excluded from PSPS events due to minimal fire risk. Further, strategies such as increased segmentation or switching generation sources should be considered to exclude low-risk downstream lines from PSPS events.

10. Whether the utilities factor the risk and cost to customers that result from a PSPS event into their risk spend efficiency calculations.

11. Whether the utilities should be required to develop specific re-energization timeframe goals. The utilities’ wildfire mitigation measures should be designed to prioritize the quick re-energization of lines after a PSPS event.
4. PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER COMMENT

Various stakeholders submitted comments to the WSD on the 2020 WMPs. Organizations that traditionally act as parties or respondents in formal proceedings pursuant to the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure submitted comments, including many organizations that are parties to R.18-10-007. Organizations and entities that submitted comments, some of which are parties to R.18-10-007, are: California Environmental Justice Alliance, Kevin Collins, East Bay Municipal Utility District, Energy Producers and Users Coalition, Green Power Institute, Joint Local Governments, Mussey Grade Road Alliance, Orange County Fire Authority, Perimeter Solutions, Protect our Communities Foundation, Public Advocates Office, Santa Clara County, Al Stein, and The Utility Reform Network. In addition, a significant number of members of the public submitted input focusing mostly on PG&E’s 2019 PSPS actions, vegetation management programs and other issues. PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, Liberty Utilities, PacifiCorp, and Bear Valley Electric Service submitted reply comments. Most comments focused on individual utility WMPs and are addressed within each utility-specific Resolution. To the extent comments were applicable generally to all WMPs, that input is reflected within this Resolution.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. COVID-19 IMPACT ON WILDFIRE MITIGATION PLANS

On March 19, 2020, the Governor of California signed Executive Order N-33-20 (stay-at-home order) requiring Californians to heed the order of the California State Public Health Officer and the Director of the California Department of Public Health that all individuals living in California stay home or at their place of residence, except as needed to maintain continuity of operation of the federal critical infrastructure sectors, in order to address the public health emergency presented by the COVID-19 disease.\(^8\)

As articulated in the March 27, 2020 joint letters of the WSD, CAL FIRE and the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services regarding essential wildfire

and PSPS mitigation work during COVID-19 sent to each electrical corporation, electrical corporations are expected to continue to prioritize essential safety work. The WSD expects the electrical corporations to make every effort to keep WMP implementation progress on track, including necessary coordination with local jurisdictions. Such effort is essential to ensuring that electrical corporations are prepared for the upcoming and subsequent wildfire seasons, while complying with COVID-19 restrictions requiring residents to shelter-in-place, practice social distancing, and comply with other measures that California’s public health officials may recommend or that Governor Newsom or other officials may require in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Furthermore, the WSD expects the electrical corporations to continue to make meaningful progress on PSPS mitigation goals, including continuing with sectionalization projects, local outreach and coordination, establishing customer resource centers, and microgrid projects. Electrical corporations are expected to limit planned outage work during this time to wildfire mitigation, PSPS reduction, projects that immediately impact reliability if delayed, and emergency/public safety outages. In addition, electrical corporations are expected to undertake any other critical work related to operating a safe and reliable grid and to mitigate wildfire and/or PSPS risk. The WSD expects that electrical corporations are thoroughly incorporating COVID-19 orders, response activities, and other considerations into their PSPS operations and protocols and will follow orders issued by the Commission in R.18-12-005 or any other Commission action pertaining to PSPS.

5.2. **WILDFIRE SAFETY DIVISION WILDFIRE MITIGATION PLAN GUIDELINES AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS**

In adopting the electrical corporations’ 2019 WMPs, the Commission made clear it expected the WMP process to evolve moving forward:

> The WMP decisions the Commission issues in this proceeding are but one action the state and its regulated electrical corporations will take to mitigate the risk of catastrophic wildfire. This will be an annual process, and we expect continuous improvement as our actions here are an important element of the collective state efforts to
mitigate risks of catastrophic wildfires. As such, the annual WMP process will be iterative, and will require reporting, monitoring, evaluation and updating to ensure the electrical corporations are targeting the greatest risk with effective programs. D.19-05-036 at 36.

To further the objectives of AB 1054 and D.19-05-036, the Commission and the WSD implemented substantial changes to the 2020 WMP process to further enhance the depth, comparability and quality of utility WMP submissions. On December 16, 2020, the Commission issued 2020 WMP Guidelines via Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ) ruling in R.18-10-007. The WMP Guidelines required electrical corporations to follow a specific template for their 2020 WMPs and complete a survey assessing their maturity as compared to peers and other electric utilities, with responses forming part of a “maturity model.”

The 2020 WMP Guidelines provided for a standardized submission template, inclusion of a glossary of terms to ensure clarity and consistency, and structured data tables to identify relevant data and provide a systemic means of organizing data in WMP submissions. Other innovations include the requirement for electrical corporations, beginning in their 2021 WMPs, to provide certain standard data prior to WMP submission, develop a standard set of metrics for assessing whether electrical corporations are effectively mitigating the risk of catastrophic wildfire, and submit wide-ranging geographic information system (GIS) files and data to support the reported information.

The 2020 WMP Guidelines structure 2020 WMP submissions into six sections, as follows:

1) Persons responsible for executing the plan

2) Metrics and underlying data

9 Following the December 16, 2019 ALJ Ruling, several clarifications and updates to survey questions and copy edit errors in the scoring rubric were addressed. These changes are reflected in redlines to these documents and are available at: www.cpuc.ca.gov/wildfiremitigationplans.
3) Baseline ignition probability and wildfire risk exposure
4) Inputs to the plan and directional vision for wildfire risk exposure,
5) Wildfire mitigation activity for each year of the 3-year plan term, including expected outcomes
6) Utility GIS attachments

Parties to R.18-10-007 were invited to comment on the 2020 WMP Guidelines on January 7, 2020; however, due to the compressed 90-day timeline under which the WSD had to act upon 2020 WMPs to ensure new WMPs are in place before the 2020 wildfire season, the WSD was unable to incorporate party comments into the 2020 WMP Guidelines. The WSD will therefore incorporate comments into its 2021 WMP Guideline revision, as well as soliciting further stakeholder input for those guidelines.

5.2.1. MATURITY MODEL

One significant enhancement to the 2020 WMP process relates to a first-of-its-kind maturity model that provides a method to assess utility wildfire risk reduction capabilities and examine the relative maturity of individual wildfire mitigation programs. In keeping with its core value of accountability through transparency and to enhance its focus on safety, the WSD has developed the Utility Wildfire Mitigation Maturity Model (“Maturity Model” or “Model”) to use in the evaluation of electrical corporations’ current and projected activities, capabilities and plans to address the wildfire risk in their service territories across a broad range of categories. These categories include:

1) Risk assessment and mapping;
2) Situational awareness and forecasting;
3) Grid design and system hardening;
4) Asset management and inspections;
5) Vegetation management and inspections;
6) Grid operations and protocols;\(^{10}\)
7) Data governance;
8) Resource allocation methodology;
9) Emergency planning and preparedness; and
10) Stakeholder cooperation and engagement.\(^{11}\)

These 10 categories encompass a set of 52 unique capabilities that together form the basis of a robust utility wildfire mitigation program. The WSD assessed the maturity of each electrical corporation’s ability to mitigate its wildfire risk by analyzing their responses to a detailed survey with over 200 questions pertaining to the 52 capabilities that build on the foregoing 10 elements and evaluating utility responses against the initiatives contained in each electrical corporation’s WMP.\(^{12}\) The results of this assessment enable the WSD to determine how “mature” the electrical corporation is with regard to the capability addressed in its wildfire mitigation program, and how much the electrical corporation plans to improve its efforts over the three-year plan period. In general, the maturity model assessment process outlines numerous elements that an electrical corporation must meet to reach a particular level of maturity, and the sophistication of requirements related to a capability typically increase in parallel to the increase in maturity level.

In order to determine “maturity” in any one capability, the WSD assigned levels to each aspect of the electrical corporations’ wildfire mitigation efforts. Each capability was assigned a level, from 0 – 4 range, with 0 being the lowest and 4 the highest. The WSD calculated a maturity level, in accordance with the required elements to achieve each level, as outlined in the maturity model

\(^{10}\) PSPS plans, capabilities, and initiatives are addressed in this category.

\(^{11}\) These 10 categories correlate to the categories of detailed wildfire mitigation programs contained in Section 5.3 of electrical corporation WMPs.

\(^{12}\) Verified utility responses to the maturity model survey are available at: https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/wildfiremitigationplans/.
rubric. The levels were calculated using an “all or nothing” binary approach. That is, levels are reported as whole numbers only. Thus, in order to reach a specific maturity level, an electrical corporation would have to meet 100 percent of the threshold requirements for that level, as detailed in the maturity model rubric. In general, the maturity model rubric outlines numerous elements that are required to be met to achieve a given level, and the sophistication of requirements to reach a level typically increases with each successively higher maturity level.

For example, to obtain a level of 1 in Capability 24 of the 52 total capabilities, titled “Vegetation grow-in mitigation,” the electrical corporation (or utility) must demonstrate the following: “[u]tility maintains vegetation around lines and equipment according to minimum statutory and regulatory clearances. Utility: i) removes vegetation waste along right of ways and ii) within 1 week of cutting vegetation across entire grid.” Thus, in order to receive a maturity level of 1 for Capability 24, an electrical corporation would not only have to maintain minimum regulatory clearances around its overhead lines but also remove the vegetation waste along its right of ways within one week of conducting vegetation clearance work. If an electrical corporation meets only one of these requirements, then it would be assigned the next lowest level. In this example, a level of 0 would be assigned and the electrical corporation would not receive “partial credit” towards a level of 1.

Accordingly, the maturity model results require context and should not be interpreted as the final word on an electrical corporation’s wildfire mitigation capabilities without an understanding of this assessment process. Therefore, each electrical corporation’s maturity model results should be viewed as levels or thresholds – they are not absolute scores. As shown in the previous example, while the quantitative maturity levels generated from the model are useful in

13 The complete maturity model and supporting documents are available at: https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/wildfiremitigationplans/.

14 The complete maturity model and supporting documents are available at: http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M322/K150/322150488.PDF.
providing a standardized basis for comparison across utility wildfire mitigation programs, the levels themselves do not tell the whole story. Consequently, one must be cautious when assessing and comparing numerical maturity levels to ensure the full context of the maturity model rubric requirements for that capability are understood.

A review of the maturity model results reveals that certain electrical corporations are currently at the low end of the range for various capabilities. The WSD’s intent in providing clear review and evaluation of performance (including identifying weaknesses) is to drive electrical corporations to improve their wildfire mitigation programs. The WSD does not intend to use the maturity model to immediately penalize electrical corporations for poor performance, but the WSD expects improvement and advancements in maturity over time. The first maturity model assessment establishes a starting point for each electrical corporation. The WSD will use this baseline to gauge each electrical corporation’s willingness and ability to become industry leaders in wildfire mitigation planning and response. The maturity model provides specific elements that the electrical corporation can add to its toolbox to improve its wildfire mitigation capabilities, which in turn will produce a higher level of maturity (i.e., a more mature wildfire mitigation program) in the future.

Given that the maturity model is new, further refinement and calibration of the rubric requirements may be necessary. As noted, use of the maturity model in 2020 allows the WSD to establish a baseline in order to track improvement in wildfire mitigation programs over time. The WSD will study and assess the model used in 2020 to determine whether alternative approaches may better drive utility improvements or align with Commission and WSD objectives. To do so, the WSD will facilitate model improvement by identifying best practices, strengths and weaknesses across the utility landscape that the model should reflect, taking into account the best interests of ratepayers, other key stakeholders and the electrical corporations. Any enhancements to the model will be addressed in the WSD’s publication of 2021 WMP Guidelines. The WSD intends to work with the electrical corporations and other stakeholders to refine and update the maturity model in 2021 and future years.
A detailed summary of maturity model assessments and outputs are provided as appendices to the individual utility Resolutions being issued concurrently with this Guidance Resolution.

5.2.2. DATA STANDARDIZATION

Another improvement over the 2019 WMP process includes standardization, structuring and expansion of WMP data collection and reporting. To ensure clarity and consistency among WMPs, the 2020 WMP Guidelines include a glossary of terms. Establishing consistent definitions for key terminology allows for better standardization across the WMP submissions and provides a clear reference and additional detail for interested stakeholders. In addition to clarifying and defining terminology, the 2020 WMP Guidelines include 31 tables for filers to complete. The tables require electrical corporations to provide data in a consistent format, allowing for quicker review and comparison given the short three-month review and approval deadline imposed by California Public Utilities Code Section 8386.3(a). The WSD will continue to pursue improvements that enhance the WMP review and approval process.

5.2.3. PERFORMANCE METRICS

To supplement the foregoing changes in data structure and standardization, the 2020 WMP Guidelines also require reporting of outcome and progress metrics to measure efficacy and track plan progress. In D.19-05-036, the Commission found that the effectiveness of wildfire mitigation activities contained in electrical corporations’ WMPs could not be determined through the use of “program targets,” e.g., number of miles of covered conductor installed or number of trees trimmed. Further, the Commission found that “program targets” did not meet the requirements of Public Utilities Code 8386 to establish metrics to evaluate WMP performance. To remedy this shortcoming in 2019 WMPs, for 2020, the WMP Guidelines require filers to group metrics and program targets as follows.

- **Progress metrics** track how much electrical corporation wildfire mitigation activity has managed to change the conditions of electrical corporation wildfire risk exposure in terms of drivers of ignition probability.
• **Outcome metrics** measure the performance of an electrical corporation and its service territory in terms of both leading and lagging indicators of wildfire risk, PSPS risk, and other direct and indirect consequences of wildfire and PSPS, including the potential unintended consequences of wildfire mitigation work.

• **Program targets** measure tracking of proposed wildfire mitigation activities against the scope and pace of those activities as laid out in the WMPs, but do not track the efficacy of those activities. The primary use of these program targets in 2020 will be to gauge electrical corporation follow-through on WMPs.

In addition to these metrics, the 2020 WMP Guidelines implement a set of parameters to normalize reported data across utility submissions for comparison purposes. Due to its direct linkage to utility wildfire risk, one normalizing parameter is geographic location – specifically, location of assets in the Commission’s High Fire-Threat District (HFTD). This allows for concentrated focus on locations within the state at elevated or extreme risk of catastrophic wildfire in the event of utility ignition. Another normalizing parameter is circuit mileage for various types of power lines (i.e., overhead vs. underground). Normalizing over circuit mileage accounts for differences in size across different utilities. The final normalizing parameter used is Red Flag Warning (RFW) circuit mile days, a newly-created measure that examines the miles of utility grid subject to RFW each day over the year, and is intended to account for temporal and geographic variances in fire weather potential across different utility service territories.

A detailed summary and comparison of performance metrics, current state of utility service territories, and resource allocation across “peer utilities” is provided in Appendix B. In this context, peer utilities are grouped into large electrical corporations (PG&E, SCE, and SDG&E) and other filers (Liberty Utilities, PacifiCorp, Bear Valley Electric Service (collectively, small and multijurisdictional utilities, or SMJUs), and Horizon West Transmission and Trans Bay Cable, LLC (collectively independent transmission operators, or ITOs).
5.2.4. **GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) DATA**

GIS data is used to spatially and visually evaluate information, produce custom maps, and conduct analysis that adds value for decision-makers, utility providers, and the public. The 2019 WMP reviews and the rapid emergence of widespread PSPS implementation in California revealed both the lack of electric utility GIS data available to California state agencies and the vital importance of having such data. Therefore, the 2020 WMP Guidelines included a list of GIS data to be submitted by each electrical corporation.

In response, electrical corporations submitted a large amount of useful GIS data that the Commission and the WSD had never received at such a scale. A significant portion of this data was posted on the electrical corporations’ public websites at the same time it was submitted to the Commission, thus providing interested stakeholders access to unprecedented amounts of utility GIS data.

Up until the submission of 2020 WMPs in February 2020, publicly available transmission line data was the only California electric utility GIS data widely available to the Commission. Utility GIS data is critical in enabling agencies to effectively regulate the safety of the electrical system and inform planning of wildfire mitigation initiatives, such as fire-safe fuel treatments and prescribed burns. A wide range of electric utility GIS data also enables agencies to effectively respond to large damaging wildfires and other disasters and enhances efforts to assist the public with evacuation and recovery tied to such events.

The quantity and quality of data submitted in 2020 is a substantial improvement over the past. However, the electrical corporations still have significant room for improvement. To that end, a detailed discussion of the common deficiencies in the 2020 WMP data submissions is provided in Section 5.4.6, and related efforts by the WSD for further refinement of the 2021 WMP data strategy is provided in Section 5.9.1, below.
5.3. **EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL ELECTRICAL CORPORATIONS’ WMPS**

5.3.1. **STRUCTURE OF INDIVIDUAL ELECTRICAL CORPORATION WMPS**

In addition to this Guidance Resolution, the WSD issues six Resolutions addressing the WMPS of PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, Bear Valley Electric Service, Liberty Utilities and PacifiCorp. The WSD issues one additional Resolution addressing the WMPS of both Trans Bay Cable, LLC and Horizon West Transmission. The Resolutions addressing individual electrical corporations’ WMPS share a common format and are structured according to the five main sections of the 2020 WMP Guidelines, excluding GIS data: 1. Persons responsible for executing the plan, 2. Metrics and underlying data, 3. Baseline ignition probability and wildfire risk exposure, 4. Inputs to the plan and directional vision for wildfire risk exposure, 5. Wildfire mitigation activity for each year of the 3-year plan term, including expected outcomes. Following these five sections, individual Resolutions contain a section discussing maturity model results. The evaluation methodology, including the concept of “Deficiencies” with each WMP and associated “Conditions” that must be fulfilled as a component of approval, is discussed in the following section.

5.3.2. **EVALUATION OF ELECTRICAL CORPORATIONS’ WMPS**

The changes made to the 2020 WMP Guidelines and process helped steer the WSD’s review and disposition of electrical corporations’ 2020 WMPS. The standardization of terminology and data submissions through structured data tables allowed for greater clarity, transparency and comparability across utilities. The maturity model provided an objective means of establishing and understanding electrical corporations’ current and planned advancement in key capabilities, allowing for assessment of electrical corporations’ baseline maturity and ambitiousness of their WMPS, as reflected through projected maturity growth.

The WSD used electrical corporations’ 2020 WMP submissions and subsequent updates, responses to WSD data requests, and responses to the maturity model
survey questions in its assessment of 2020 WMPs. The WSD evaluated 2020 WMPs according to the following factors:

i) **Completeness:** The WMP is complete and comprehensively responds to the WMP requirements;

ii) **Technical feasibility and effectiveness:** Initiatives proposed in the WMP are technically feasible and are effective in addressing the risks that exist in the utility’s territory;

iii) **Resource use efficiency:** Initiatives are an efficient use of utility resources;

iv) **Forward looking growth:** The utility is targeting maturity growth.

Upon completion of this review, the WSD then determined whether each utility’s 2020 WMP should either be:

1) Approved without conditions (Full Approval)
2) Approved with conditions (Conditional Approval)
3) Denied (Denial)

A conditional approval identifies each missing or inadequate element in the WMP and requires specific action to remedy the problem according to particular timelines. The 2020 WMP Resolutions for each electrical corporation contain a set of “Deficiencies” and associated “Conditions” to remedy those deficiencies. Each deficiency is categorized into one of the following categories, with Class A being the most serious:

1) Class A – aspects of the WMP are lacking or flawed
2) Class B – insufficient detail or justification provided in WMP
3) Class C – gaps in baseline or historical data, as required in 2020 WMP Guidelines

Class A deficiencies are of the highest concern and require an electrical corporation to develop and submit to the WSD, within 45 days of Commission ratification of the WMP Resolutions, a remedial compliance plan (RCP) to resolve the identified deficiency. An RCP must present all missing information and/or articulate the electrical corporation’s plan, including proposed timeline, to bring
the electrical corporation’s WMP into compliance. RCPs shall be named “[Name]’s 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plan Remedial Compliance Plan.”

Class B deficiencies are of moderate concern and require reporting on a quarterly basis by the electrical corporation to provide missing data or update its progress in a quarterly report. Such information shall be submitted either one time in the first quarterly report or on an ongoing basis as specified by each condition. The quarterly reports shall be named “[Name]’s Quarterly Report on 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plan for [period covered].” Each electrical corporation shall submit its initial quarterly report 90 days after the Commission ratifies the WSD Resolutions, and every three months thereafter. In some cases, individual Resolutions impose other additional reporting requirements, and the Resolutions contain relevant detail for those reports.

Finally, Class C deficiencies require the electrical corporation to submit additional detail and information or otherwise come into compliance in its 2021 annual WMP update. Each deficiency and corresponding condition are uniquely numbered for ease of use and tracking purposes. The WSD notes that just because a deficiency is classified as a Class A, B or C as part of the 2020 WMP review does not mean that the deficiency will be classified the same way in future years, if the deficiency persists. The WSD will make its evaluations on the best available data and information, including whether a particular deficiency is ongoing.

Submission of all reports shall be by e-mail to the Director of the WSD at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the service list in R.18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.

A list of all deficiencies and conditions identified in an electrical corporation’s WMP is attached to the resolution on that electrical corporation’s WMP. Each electrical corporation must meet the listed conditions specific to its WMP in full in order for its WMP to be deemed in compliance with statute and WMP Guidelines.
5.4. **COMMON DEFICIENCIES AND CONDITIONS ACROSS 2020 WMPS**

Development and execution of WMPs are essential to reduce utility wildfire related risk. While individual Resolutions address each WMP in detail, noting where each WMP is strong and detailing specific deficiencies and conditions that bind the relevant electrical corporation, there were common areas of weakness across all WMPs.

The key areas of weakness across all WMPs are discussed below, including deficiencies and associated conditions. The deficiencies and associated conditions herein do not apply to Horizon West Transmission, LLC and Trans Bay Cable, LLC.

5.4.1. **ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS OF MITIGATING CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRE**

The WMP Guidelines and statutory requirements require electrical corporations to prove that they are choosing mitigation measures that present the greatest utility-caused wildfire risk reduction at the least cost. Most WMPs, however, fall far short in this area. Key deficiencies are the following:

- Failure to analyze each WMP initiative to determine whether it is an effective use of resources;
- Lack of detail and analysis to explain how the chosen portfolio of WMP initiatives will achieve goals to reduce the scope, frequency and impact of PSPS events;
- Lack of detail and discussion of how electrical corporations use risk modeling efforts to support utility decision-making to prioritize WMP initiatives;
- Limited discussion of alternatives analysis for chosen WMP initiatives;
- Where risk analysis is present, failure to use Risk Spend Efficiency (RSE), which is the type of analysis already adopted by the Commission for use in the Risk Assessment and Management Phase (RAMP) of utility General
Rate Cases (GRCs), including in the Safety Model Assessment Proceeding (S-MAP);

- Aggregation of initiatives into broader programs and reporting WMP required data at program levels instead of individually for each initiative; and
- Inconsistencies and gaps in data submissions.

**Deficiency (Guidance-1, Class B): Lack of RSE information.**

2020 WMP submissions contain sparse and sporadic detail regarding the RSE of WMP initiatives. RSE calculations are critical for determining whether utilities are effectively allocating resources to initiatives that provide the greatest risk reduction benefits per dollar spent, thus ensuring responsible use of ratepayer funds. Although RSE concepts have been considered for several years through Commission GRCs, utilities still display unrefined and limited abilities to produce such information. Considering that utilities propose to spend billions of dollars on WMP initiatives, not having quantifiable information on how those initiatives reduce utility ignition risk relative to their cost severely limits the WSD’s ability to evaluate the efficacy of such initiatives and each utility’s portfolio of initiatives, as outlined in 2020 WMPs.

Further, RSE is not an appropriate tool for justifying the use of PSPS. When calculating RSE for PSPS, electrical corporations generally assume 100 percent wildfire risk mitigation and very low implementation costs because societal costs and impact are not included. When calculated this way, PSPS will always rise to the top as a wildfire mitigation tool, but it will always fail to account for its true costs to customers. Therefore, electrical corporations shall not rely on RSE calculations as a tool to justify the use of PSPS.

**Condition (Guidance-1, Class B):** In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall provide the following:

i) Its calculated reduction in ignition risk for each initiative in its 2020 WMP;

ii) Its calculated reduction in wildfire consequence risk for each initiative in its 2020 WMP; and

iii) The risk models used to calculate (i) and (ii) above.
**Deficiency (Guidance-2, Class B):** Lack of alternatives analysis for chosen initiatives.

2020 WMP submissions contain little to no detail regarding utilities’ process for comparing potential WMP initiatives. While most WMP initiatives are generally assumed to reduce utility wildfire risk, there are typically several alternatives that can address specific drivers of utility ignitions and near misses. However, 2020 WMPs generally do not include any discussion of which alternatives were considered, how the utility evaluated the efficacy of each alternative, and how the utility ultimately decided upon the suite of initiatives presented in its 2020 WMP.

**Condition (Guidance-2, Class B):** In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall provide the following:

i) All alternatives considered for each grid hardening or vegetation management initiative in its 2020 WMP;

ii) All tools, models, and other resources used to compare alternative initiatives;

iii) How it quantified and determined the risk reduction benefits of each initiative; and

iv) Why it chose to implement each initiative over alternative options.

**Deficiency (Guidance-3, Class A):** Lack of risk modeling to inform decision-making.

Electrical corporations do not provide sufficient detail in their 2020 WMPs to demonstrate how they are leveraging risk models to target the highest risk portions of the grid. While most utilities indicate current progress and work on developing models to estimate risk across their service territories, there is a lack of focus on how these models can be used in practice to prioritize initiatives to address specific ignition drivers and geographies. Specifically, utilities fail to outline in detail how they determine where to prioritize to improve asset management or determine portions of circuits that would benefit the most from hardening and vegetation management.
By continuing to improve wildfire risk modeling and basing its wildfire mitigations on its wildfire risk modeling outputs, electrical corporations can potentially achieve a greater level of risk reduction with the same resources.

**Condition (Guidance-3, Class A):** Each electrical corporation shall submit in its remedial correction plan (RCP) the following:

i) How it intends to apply risk modeling and risk assessment techniques to each initiative in its WMP, with an emphasis on much more targeted use of asset management, vegetation management, grid hardening and PSPS based on wildfire risk modeling outputs;

ii) Identify all wildfire risk analyses it currently performs (including probability and consequence modeling) to determine which mitigation is targeted to circuits and assets where initiatives will provide the greatest benefit to wildfire risk reduction;

iii) A timeline to leverage its risk modeling outputs to prioritize and target initiatives and set PSPS thresholds, including at least asset management, grid operations, vegetation management, and system hardening initiatives;

iv) How it intends to incorporate future improvements in risk modeling into initiative prioritization and targeting processes; and

v) How it intends to adapt its approach based on learnings going forward.

**5.4.2. WMP INITIATIVE IMPACTS ON PSPS**

Across 2020 WMP submissions, utilities indicate goals of reducing the scope, frequency and duration of PSPS events but also indicate intentions of continuing to implement PSPS as a wildfire mitigation measure. Considering the rapid expansion of PSPS use as a wildfire mitigation measure, and the numerous hardships, inconveniences and hazards created by vast implementation, it is concerning that 2020 WMPs provide minimal to no discussion of how the chosen portfolio of initiatives will allow the utility to achieve its goals for reducing PSPS impacts.

**Deficiency (Guidance-4, Class B):** Lack of discussion on PSPS impacts.
Across 2020 WMP submissions, utilities indicate goals of reducing the scope, frequency and duration of PSPS events but also indicate intentions of continuing to implement PSPS as a wildfire mitigation measure in the immediate future. Considering the rapid expansion of PSPS use as a wildfire mitigation measure, and the numerous hardships, inconveniences and hazards created by its vast implementation, it is concerning that 2020 WMPs provide no discussion of how the chosen portfolio of initiatives will allow the utility to achieve its goals for reducing PSPS impacts. Specifically, no 2020 WMPs discuss the relationship between various grid hardening, vegetation management, and asset management initiatives and the corresponding impacts on thresholds for initiating PSPS events.

**Condition (Guidance-4, Class B):** In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall detail whether and how each initiative in its WMP:

i) Affects its threshold values for initiating PSPS events;

ii) Is expected to reduce the frequency (i.e. number of events) of PSPS events;

iii) Is expected to reduce the scope (i.e. number of customers impacted) of PSPS events;

iv) Is expected to reduce the duration of PSPS events; and

v) Supports its directional vision for necessity of PSPS, as outlined in Section 4.4 of its WMP.

**5.4.3. AGGREGATION OF INITIATIVES**

A common deficiency in 2020 WMPs relates to the practice of aggregating initiatives into broader programs and reporting of data and information at the program level, thus preventing the WSD from evaluating the efficacy of individual initiatives.
Deficiency (Guidance-5, Class B): Aggregation of initiatives into programs.

In their 2020 WMP submissions, electrical corporations often combine various initiatives into broader programs and report cost, risk and other related data at the program level. This aggregation of initiatives and bundled reporting creates several issues. First, because cost data is typically reported across programs and not individual initiatives, it is not possible for the WSD to evaluate the efficacy of each initiative. Second, when initiatives are bundled and reported together as programs, it prevents the WSD from being able to assess which initiatives are effectively reducing utility wildfire risk. Consequently, this creates the challenge that ineffective elements of broad programs cannot be determined and future considerations of initiatives within programs can only be done collectively.

Condition (Guidance-5, Class B): In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall:

i) Break out its programs outlined in section 5.3 into individual initiatives;

ii) Report its spend on each individual initiative;

iii) Describe the effectiveness of each initiative at reducing ignition probability or wildfire consequence;

iv) List all data and metrics used to evaluate effectiveness described in (iii), including the threshold values used to differentiate between effective and ineffective initiatives; and

v) Provide the information required for each initiative in section 5.3 of the Guidelines.

If an electrical corporation does not have the relevant data for each initiative, it shall: i) explain the difference between what it reports and what the WMP Guidelines require, ii) explain why it cannot meet the WMP Guidelines, and iii) develop a plan to obtain and share the relevant initiative information at the initiative level rather than the program level, including a timeline of when such information will be provided.

Deficiency (Guidance-6, Class B): Failure to disaggregate WMP initiatives from standard operations.
While WMPs are designed to outline and detail filer’s plans and initiatives for mitigating wildfire risk, many existing programs also provide wildfire risk reduction benefits. For example, General Order (GO) 165 requires annual patrol inspections and detailed inspections every five years for electrical infrastructure. These programs and initiatives are often referenced in 2020 WMPs as “supporting,” “routine,” “enabling,” “standard,” or “foundational” work. For these types of programs, in most cases, electrical corporations do not report cost or risk reduction data, as the work is considered part of their electric operations and it is indicated that this information is not tracked independently.

Several electrical corporations state that their programs for inspecting and maintaining crossarms, poles, transformers, transmission towers and similar infrastructure, which also reduce wildfire risk, are embedded within standard maintenance programs litigated in GRCs. Consequently, it is difficult to determine whether and how these programs incrementally impact wildfire risk reduction or if related WMP initiatives are redundant and unnecessary. While utilities may not have historically considered the costs and effectiveness of such programs and initiatives, given that numerous WMP initiatives have apparent overlap or potential redundancy, it is imperative that utilities provide such data to validate the need for and effectiveness of additional programs.

It is not clear how electrical corporations are tracking their WMP activities in memorandum accounts if they do not budget for them by type of initiative. The Commission will scrutinize electrical corporations’ memorandum accounts for WMP carefully, and if all costs are simply lumped together or included in general operations and maintenance accounts, electrical corporations risk failing to provide entitlement to cost recovery.

**Condition (Guidance-6, Class B):** In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall:

i) Clearly identify each initiative in Section 5.3 of its WMP as “Standard Operations” or “Augmented Wildfire Operations;”

ii) Report WMP required data for all Standard Operations and Augmented Wildfire Operations;
iii) Confirm that it is budgeting and accounting for WMP activity of each initiative; and

iv) Include a “ledger” of all subaccounts that show a breakdown by initiative.

**Deficiency (Guidance-7, Class B): Lack of detail on effectiveness of “enhanced” inspection programs.**

Utilities engage in numerous ‘enhanced’ inspection programs, but it is unclear if such ‘enhanced’ programs are incrementally effective over routine patrol and detailed inspections, particularly if patrol and detail inspections are scheduled based on risk rather than GO 95 minimums.

**Condition (Guidance-7, Class B): In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall detail:**

i) The incremental quantifiable risk identified by such ‘enhanced’ inspection programs;

ii) Whether it addresses the findings uncovered by ‘enhanced’ programs differently than findings discovered through existing inspections; and

iii) A detailed cost-benefit analysis of combining elements of such ‘enhanced’ inspections into existing inspection programs.

### 5.4.4. PREVALENCE OF EQUIVOCATING LANGUAGE – FAILURE OF COMMITMENT

A continuing issue from 2019 that persists in 2020 WMPs is the extensive use of non-committal equivocating language. The prevalent use of equivocating language results in sparse commitment from utilities for achieving the intended goal of WMPs – reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfire posed by electrical lines and equipment.

**Deficiency (Guidance-8, Class C): Prevalence of equivocating language – failure of commitment.**

While there have been many improvements and advancements reflected in 2020 WMPs, a key concern remains regarding discussion of WMP objectives and the
prevalent use of “equivocating language” to avoid making measurable, quantifiable, and verifiable commitments. While electrical corporations make promises to quantifiably reduce PSPS impacts and the frequency of near misses and ignitions, other promises are far less specific. Terms such as, “track,” “assess,” “evaluate,” and “evolve” are repeated hundreds of times throughout the 2020 WMPs. Without sufficient details, none of these terms provide the WSD or the public with a measurable, quantifiable, and verifiable goal against which electrical corporations could be held.

**Condition (Guidance-8, Class C):** In its 2021 WMP update, each electrical corporation shall:

i) Include objectives for each of its initiatives that are measurable, quantifiable, and verifiable by the WSD;

ii) Provide targets and timelines for all strategies, plans, and approaches to wildfire mitigation that are measurable, quantifiable and verifiable by the WSD; and

iii) Dispense with empty rhetoric and not use terms that are ambiguous, misleading, or otherwise have the result of diluting commitments. Continued use of equivocating language may result in denial of future WMPs.

**5.4.5. PILOT PROGRAM DISCUSSIONS**

During WMP workshops in February 2020 and throughout the WMPs, electrical corporations mentioned implementing numerous pilot programs to test and evaluate new, emerging and pre-commercial technology. A variety of these technologies show potential in reducing utility wildfire risk. In fact, during the WMP workshops in February 2020, a panel of utility experts discussing emerging technologies unanimously indicated that early/advance fault detection technologies show the most promise in reducing utility wildfire risk in the near-term. Although it is encouraging that utilities indicate they are engaging in pilot studies and evaluating different technologies, discussion and communication of those efforts lacks detail and specificity.

**Deficiency (Guidance-9, Class B):** Insufficient discussion of pilot programs.
Electrical corporations do not describe how they will evaluate and expand the use of successfully piloted technology or which piloted technology has proven ineffective. To ensure pilots that are successful result in expansion, if warranted and justified with quantitative data, electrical corporations must evaluate each pilot or demonstration and describe how it will expand use of successful pilots.

**Condition (Guidance-9, Class B):** In its quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall detail:

i) All pilot programs or demonstrations identified in its WMP;

ii) Status of the pilot, including where pilots have been initiated and whether the pilot is progressing toward broader adoption;

iii) Results of the pilot, including quantitative performance metrics and quantitative risk reduction benefits;

iv) How the electrical corporation remedies ignitions or faults revealed during the pilot on a schedule that promptly mitigates the risk of such ignition or fault, and incorporates such mitigation into its operational practices;

v) A proposal for how to expand use of the technology if it reduces ignition risk materially.

**5.4.6. DATA AND METRICS**

The 2019 WMP decisions made clear that electrical corporations had to demonstrate that their mitigation measures are effective in mitigating utility-caused wildfire risk. The WMP statute requires the use of metrics to demonstrate effectiveness, but the metrics must be meaningful. In this regard, the 2019 decisions and the 2020 WMP Guidelines stress that relevant metrics do not simply count the number of mitigations and assume effectiveness. Thus, for example, setting and achieving a goal of trimming a million trees or installing 1,000 circuit miles of covered conductor does not prove that the electrical corporation is actually reducing wildfire risk. Rather, to demonstrate the effectiveness of such measures, the electrical corporation must show a reduction in ignitions at times when winds are high, vegetation is dry, or its region is experiencing high heat or RFW events.
While the electrical corporations’ submission of large amounts of GIS and other data marks a seminal evolution in data transparency and sharing, the 2020 WMP process has highlighted the need for additional refinement and improvement across all electrical corporation data submissions to ensure compatibility, completeness and usefulness. The WSD intends to address most areas for improvement in the 2021 WMP updates described in Section 9, including standardized file formats, more comprehensive metadata that define fields and better software compatibility for certain files.

Over the past several months, the WSD has been working on the development of an enterprise data strategy to better support WMP reviews and utility-caused wildfire risk reduction. Through lessons learned from the 2019 WMP process and those learned during the expanded data reporting efforts for 2020 WMPs, the WSD is creating a master data taxonomy and data schema. In other words, the WSD is determining how to name and format each type of data and designing a way of organizing the data so that it is consistent across electrical corporations. The master data taxonomy will serve as a central ledger of spatial and non-spatial data related to utility wildfire mitigation and WMPs. The data schema will provide standardized guidelines to inform future WMP data submissions.

Finalization of these documents requires additional refinement through discussion with electrical corporations and other stakeholders, in addition to further study of existing datasets. The WSD expects to engage in these discussions and publish refinements through updated 2021 WMP Guidelines expected later this year. The WSD may ask certain stakeholders with expertise in data and data analysis to form a working group to ensure data are collected and updated in a way that facilitates efficient comparison and analysis.

**Deficiency (Guidance-10, Class B): Data issues – general.**

Although the availability of data, including GIS data, provides unprecedented insight into utility infrastructure and operations, inconsistencies and gaps in the data present a number of challenges and hurdles. As it relates to GIS data,
electrical corporation submissions often had inconsistent file formats and naming conventions, contained little to no metadata, were incomplete or missing many data attributes and utilized varying schema. These deficiencies rendered cross-utility comparisons impossible without substantive, resource- and time-consuming manipulation of the data. Additional data challenges included varying interpretations of WMP Guideline data requirements, leading to inconsistency of data submitted.

**Condition (Guidance-10, Class B):** Electrical corporations shall ensure that all future data submissions to the WSD adhere to the forthcoming data taxonomy and schema currently being developed by the WSD. Additionally, each electrical corporation shall file a quarterly report detailing:

i) Locations where grid hardening, vegetation management, and asset inspections were completed over the prior reporting period, clearly identifying each initiative and supported with GIS data;

ii) The type of hardening, vegetation management and asset inspection work done, and the number of circuit miles covered, supported with GIS data;

iii) The analysis that led it to target that specific area and hardening, vegetation management or asset inspection initiative; and

iv) Hardening, vegetation management, and asset inspection work scheduled for the following reporting period, with the detail in (i) – (iii).

### 5.4.7. ADDRESSING PERSONNEL SHORTAGES

Electrical corporations express having experienced some level of difficulty finding sufficient numbers of experienced personnel, particularly in vegetation management. Electrical corporations typically describe a competitive environment that makes attracting talent difficult.

**Deficiency (Guidance-11, Class B):** Lack of detail on plans to address personnel shortages.

Electrical corporations do not explain in detail the range of activities that they are undertaking to recruit and train personnel to grow the overall pool of talent in areas of personnel shortage.
Condition (Guidance-11, Class B): In its first quarterly report, each electrical corporation shall detail:

i) A listing and description of its programs for recruitment and training of personnel, including for vegetation management;

ii) A description of its strategy for direct recruiting and indirect recruiting via contractors and subcontractors; and

iii) Its metrics to track the effectiveness of its recruiting programs, including metrics to track the percentage of recruits that are newly trained, percentage from out of state, and the percentage that were working for another California utility immediately prior to being hired.

5.4.8. LONG-TERM PLANNING

All electrical corporations were required in section 5.1 of the 2020 WMP Guidelines to describe their organization-wide wildfire mitigation strategy within the next three years and within the next 10 years. Few provided detailed strategies with information that the WSD could use to fully understand the electrical corporation’s long-term wildfire mitigation strategy.

Deficiency (Guidance-12, Class B): Lack of detail on long-term planning.

Electrical corporations do not provide sufficient detail regarding long-term wildfire mitigation plans and how the initiatives in their WMPs align with and support those long-term plans.

Condition (Guidance-12, Class B): In their first quarterly report, each electrical corporations shall detail:

i) Its expected state of wildfire mitigation in 10 years, including 1) a description of wildfire mitigation capabilities in 10 years, 2) a description of its grid architecture, lines, and equipment;

ii) A year-by-year timeline for reaching these goals;

iii) A list of activities that will be required to achieve this end goal; and

iv) A description of how the electrical corporation’s three-year WMP is a step on the way to this 10-year goal.
5.5. **COMPLIANCE WITH 2019 WMP ORDERING PARAGRAPHS**

On June 3, 2019, the Commission issued a series of six decisions approving electrical corporations’ 2019 WMPs. These decisions contained many ordering paragraphs (OPs) requiring action by electrical corporations in their 2020 WMP submissions. Many of these OPs were resolved through changes made to the WMP Guidelines and process and were thus automatically incorporated into the 2020 WMP submissions.

The WSD has reviewed the 2020 WMPs submissions for compliance with 2019 OPs. It has determined that each 2019 OP has either been addressed in the electrical corporation’s 2020 WMP or is the subject of conditions in this Guidance Resolution or the individual Resolutions being issued this year.

5.6. **WMP CHANGE ORDERS**

It is essential that there be a process for modifying (i.e., reducing, increasing, or ending) WMP mitigation measures, as data and results on electrical corporation ignition risk reduction impacts justify. At a high level, the objective of the change order process is to ensure the electrical corporation continues to follow the most effective and efficient approach to mitigate its wildfire risk. This could change as new information becomes available and as the electrical corporation gains experience and measures the outcomes of its initiatives.

The change order process set forth herein provides a mechanism for the electrical corporation to make adjustments based on this information and experience. The goal of this process is to ensure that electrical corporations make changes to their WMPs only if they are demonstrated to be improvements per WMP approval criteria (i.e., completeness, technical feasibility, effectiveness, and resource use efficiency). Another goal of the change order process is to maximize the WSD’s visibility and ability to respond to any changes to the approved plan as efficiently and as streamlined as possible. The change order process is not intended to provide electrical corporations with a pass to unilaterally change its

---

WMP initiatives and program targets; rather, its purpose is to provide a mechanism for refining elements of WMP initiatives when there is demonstrable quantitative and qualitative justification for doing so.

Therefore, electrical corporations shall submit two reports to the WSD entitled “Change Orders Report” (Change Orders) describing the changes to WMP programs and initiatives being considered by the electrical corporation. The WSD will review Change Order Reports and either approve/deny Change Orders after submission or, if proposed changes are deemed less significant, evaluate the proposed changes as part of the 2021 WMP update. Therefore, in each annual WMP update, electrical corporations shall submit a detailed summary of all change orders submitted but not yet acted upon by the WSD.

At a minimum, each proposed change order shall provide the following information:

i) The proposed change
   a. The initiative being altered with reference to where in the WMP the initiative is discussed
   b. The planned budget of that initiative, including:
      i. Planned spend in the 2020 WMP of the initiative being altered
      ii. Of the planned spend identified in i. above, how much has already been spent
      iii. Planned spend for the remainder of the WMP plan period
      iv. If spend is being redeployed, how much is being redeployed and to/from which budget
   c. The type of change being proposed, reported as one of the following:
      i. Increase in scale
      ii. Decrease in scale
      iii. Change in prioritization
      iv. Change in deployment timing
v. Change in work being done

vi. Other change (described)

d. A detailed description of the proposed change

ii) Justification for the proposed change

a. In what way, if any, does the change address or improve:

i. Completeness

ii. Technical feasibility of the initiative

iii. Effectiveness of the initiative

iv. Resource use efficiency over portfolio of WMP initiatives

iii) Change in expected outcomes from the proposed change

a. What outcomes, including quantitative ignition probability and PSPS risk reduction, was the changed initiative expected to achieve in the 2020 WMP?

b. What outcomes, including quantitative ignition probability and PSPS risk reduction, will the initiative deliver with the proposed adjustment?

The first Change Orders Report shall be submitted no later than three months from the effective date of this Resolution and the second report no later than six months after the effective date of this Resolution. Submission of all Change Order Reports shall be by e-mail to the Director of the WSD at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the service list in R.18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.

Stakeholders may comment on Change Order Reports within fifteen days of submission following the submission instructions above but may not otherwise seek change orders through this process. Attempts to increase program size or expense may require separate electrical corporation applications, at the discretion of the WSD and/or the full Commission. The WSD may modify the
process for submitting or reviewing Change Orders at its discretion with written notice on the service list of R.18-10-007.

5.7. **CONSULTATION WITH CAL FIRE HAS OCCURRED**

Pub. Util. Code § 8386.3(a) requires the WSD to consult with CAL FIRE in reviewing electrical corporations’ 2020 WMPs. The Commission and CAL FIRE have a memorandum of understanding in place to facilitate this consultation (Pub. Util. Code § 8386.5). The Commission and the WSD have met these requirements, but neither this Resolution nor the Resolutions on the individual WMPs purport to speak for CAL FIRE.

5.8. **2021 WILDFIRE MITIGATION PLAN AND DATA SCHEDULE**

The WSD is required by Pub. Util. Code § 8386(b) to establish a schedule for the submission of subsequent comprehensive wildfire mitigation plans, which may allow for the staggering of compliance periods for each electrical corporation. In its discretion, the WSD may allow the annual submissions to be updates to the last approved comprehensive wildfire mitigation plan, provided that each electrical corporation shall submit a comprehensive wildfire mitigation plan at least once every three years.

Pursuant to the foregoing requirement, the WSD has determined that all electrical corporations shall file an update to their 2020 WMPs in 2021. The WSD will issue a schedule for such submission separately and may stagger the electrical corporations’ submissions to give the WSD and stakeholders more time to review each update. As discussed below, the WSD will also refine and update its WMP Guidelines and other supporting documents.

Trans Bay Cable, LLC and Horizon West Transmission are differently situated to the other electrical corporations, having minimal ignition risk due to their locations and footprints. As such, the WSD will issue separate guidance to Trans Bay Cable and Horizon West Transmission on the required contents of 2021 WMP updates. The WSD will also consider a more streamlined data and submission process for these companies in advance of their next comprehensive WMP filing in 2023.
In addition, all electrical corporations shall update the tables and data submitted with their 2020 WMPs (and any table or data required in this Resolution or the companion individual Resolutions) on a schedule that ensures the Commission and stakeholders have the updates three months before WMP updates are due. Based on these data submissions, the WSD may issue data requests, identify deficiencies, and give feedback to the electrical corporations before they file their WMP updates so that the actual WMP updates are comprehensive and complete. Since the WSD has only 90 days to review WMPs, this advance work is essential to a full review. The WSD will issue a schedule for these submissions in the near future.

5.9. **2021 WILDFIRE MITIGATION PLAN GUIDELINES, PERFORMANCE METRICS, AND MATURITY MODEL UPDATES AND WSD TRANSITION TO CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY**

Several events will occur between now and July 2021 related to metrics, WMP Guidelines, the Maturity Model and ultimately the AB 1054-mandated move of the WSD from a Division of this Commission to an Office of the California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA).

5.9.1. **WMP GUIDELINES, PERFORMANCE METRICS AND MATURITY MODEL**

As noted above, parties commented on January 7, 2020 on the 2020 WMP Guidelines issued with the December 16, 2019 ruling in R.18-10-007, but there was insufficient time to update the Guidelines before the February 7, 2020 WMP submission deadline. The WSD will consider the input provided and its own lessons learned from this year’s process and issue revised WMP Guidelines for 2021. The process may allow additional comment and workshops and will consider input from the WSAB as required by Public Utilities Code §8389(2)(b). As such, the WSD will issue updated Guidelines and Performance Metrics by October 31, 2020 for adoption and approval by the Commission by December 1, 2020, as required by Pub. Util. Code § 8389(3)(c-d).

In R.18-10-007, as noted above, the Commission directed the electrical corporations to use metrics that do not simply count trees trimmed or miles of
covered conductor installed, but that measure the effectiveness of these actions in mitigating utility-caused wildfire. Several sets of comments and other filings on appropriate metrics were submitted in the formal proceeding, but the enactment of AB 1054 transfers these responsibilities to the WSD. As a result, the metric development process that began in R.18-10-007 will be superseded by a process run by the WSD. The WSD will issue additional guidance on the WMP Guideline and Performance Metrics update process later this year.

As the discussion of the maturity model earlier in this Resolution indicates, refinement of the model may be necessary. Along with updates to the WMP Guidelines, the WSD will issue updates to the maturity model according to the deadlines set forth above.

5.9.2. **WSD MOVE TO CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY**

Public Utilities Code § 326(b) requires that, by July 1, 2021, the WSD will transition to the CNRA and become the Office of Energy Infrastructure Safety (OEIS). This transition will occur during the current three-year WMP cycle and therefore may alter some of the form of submissions or processes used by the WSD/OEIS to evaluate WMPs. The WSD will issue guidance as necessary to ensure electrical corporations and stakeholders are aware of any changes to the WMP submission, evaluation, reporting and compliance processes as a result of transition to CNRA and conversion to OEIS.

6. **COMMENTS**

A draft of this Resolution was served on the service list for R.18-10-007. Comments were allowed under Rule 14.5 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure. The WSD accepted one set of comments per stakeholder that collectively addressed Draft Resolutions WSD-002 – WSD-009, which represent the totality of the WSD’s evaluation of the 2020 WMPs.

The following stakeholders served timely comments on one or more of the WMP Draft Resolutions: Kevin Collins on May 26, 2020; and PG&E, Southern California Edison Company, SDG&E, Bear Valley, California Association of Small and Multi-Jurisdictional Utilities, Horizon West Transmission, California Environmental Justice Alliance, East Bay Municipal Utility District, Energy...
Producers and User Coalition, Green Power Institute, Mussey Grade Road Alliance, Protect our Communities Foundation, Public Advocates Office, Catherine Sandoval, County of Santa Cruz, and The Utility Reform Network on May 27, 2020. Additionally, several members of the public submitted input regarding the Draft Resolutions. The following is a synopsis of the WSD’s response to comments:

Using RSE to Evaluate PSPS – Several stakeholders comment that RSE is a poor tool to evaluate PSPS because electrical corporations assume 100 percent mitigation, very low implementation costs, and do not account for other societal and economic costs related to the cascading impacts from initiation of a PSPS event. If electrical corporations used RSE alone to justify mitigation measures, PSPS would likely always come out on top. The WSD agrees that RSE as an evaluation tool of PSPS is extremely limited in utility. Therefore, electrical corporations shall not use RSE as a means of justifying or evaluating the efficacy of PSPS as a mitigation measure.

PSPS Issues Addressed Elsewhere – Several stakeholders requested additional detail or requirements related to PSPS which are already addressed in other Commission decisions or proceedings. For example, GPI comments that the WSD should require a plan for PSPS re-energization, EBMUD comments that water and wastewater agencies should be included as public safety partners, and Sandoval requests analysis and discussion of critical infrastructure in relation to PSPS events. These issues have been addressed in R.18-12-005.16

Combining of Initiatives – PG&E comments that it is unable to comply with several Guidance Resolution conditions requiring disaggregation of wildfire mitigation

16 See Phase 1 and Phase 2 decisions adopted in R.18-12-005. Specifically, the Appendix to the Phase 2 decision, D.20-05-051, entitled “Adopted Phase 2 Guidelines in Addition to Appendix A to D.19-05-042 and ESRB-8,” contains requirements in subsections (e) and (f) for re-energization and communication with water providers. Further, D.20-05-051 contains several references to critical infrastructure. See, e.g., D.20-05-051 at 47: (“The record further supports that the electric IOUs should notice not only public safety partners of power restoration but also the operators of critical facilities and critical infrastructure and then, immediately after, impacted utility customers.”)
initiatives. PG&E, citing conditions Guidance-1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, asserts that some activities are tracked and carried out in integrated fashion and cannot be feasibly separated into sub-elements or separate initiatives. PG&E also claims it cannot account for certain WMP work separately from general maintenance because many of PG&E’s wildfire-related programs and initiatives have been in place for years and there is no quick or easy way to completely re-classify these programs and initiatives from an accounting, tracking, and risk perspective. SDG&E makes a similar argument.

It is not adequate for electrical corporations to claim they cannot comply with these conditions. As a first step, therefore, electrical corporations shall, by July 13, 2020, furnish a list of all mitigation measures that are part of a combined program that they claim they cannot disaggregate. The WSD may provide additional guidance thereafter, hold workshops or engage in other consultation, but electrical corporations remain bound by all Guidance conditions requiring disaggregation of initiatives into individual mitigations or groups of related mitigation.

**Risk Assessment and Risk-Spend Efficiency** – SDG&E and SCE claim that certain parts of their WMPs do not lend themselves to the Commission-mandated risk assessment process in S-MAP/RAMP and should be exempted from Guidance-1, 2, 5 and 6. SDG&E asserts that many initiative categories such as a centralized data repository and community engagement do not have a quantifiable impact on ignitions, so the WSD should not require RSE calculations. In addition to listing programs that do not have an impact on ignitions, SCE claims it should not have to perform RSE analysis for traditional programs that have been performed for many years (e.g., vegetation management to achieve clearances around electric lines and equipment). The WSD agrees that wildfire mitigation measures are initiatives designed to reduce the risk of utility-caused ignition, but declines to modify Guidance-1, 2, 5 and 6. The WSD will work with electrical corporations to determine whether there are some initiative categories that should be analyzed in a different manner from RSE.

**Process – Class A and B Conditions** – Several stakeholders ask for additional information on what the WSD’s process will be for reviewing, taking input on and determining the sufficiency of electrical corporations’ Class A (RCP) and B
(quarterly report) submissions. The WSD will issue guidance on the process shortly after adoption of this resolution.

Employee and Contractor Data – PG&E and SCE ask for clarity on what employee training and recruitment data the WSD is seeking. PG&E asserts it should not have to furnish data about whether they or their contractors hired their employees from other California utilities or whether the employees come from other states. They claim the information is private or that they simply do not have it. SCE asks the WSD to clarify whether it seeks information only on vegetation management workers, or all areas where the electrical corporations are having trouble retaining sufficient personnel.

The WSD seeks this information to ensure California electrical corporations are actively working to expand the qualified workforce and are not borrowing from the same limited pool, i.e. hiring qualified employees away from one another. Hence, the WSD’s focus is on areas where labor shortages or constraints exist. Electrical corporations must make every effort to provide the information required in the conditions at a level appropriate for the WSD to evaluate the utilities’ efforts to expand the pool of qualified workers.

Data Taxonomy and Schema – The large electrical corporations challenge Guidance-10 on data taxonomy and schema, claiming they do not organize their data as the WSD asks. PG&E states that “[t]he utilities operate different GIS systems with different data characteristics, software packages, tools and features. There is high risk that a unilaterally created data taxonomy will be very difficult or even impossible for one or more utilities to complete.”17 PG&E proposes that the WSD host workshops/meetings to ensure alignment and understanding of the desired outcomes for information being requested, the level of detail available and needed, and how the utilities will represent the appropriate information in their maps. The WSD plans to solicit input from the utilities to discuss intent, needs and expectations related to WMP data and issue refined data requirements for public input later this year.

17 PG&E’s Comments on Draft Resolutions at p. 7.
10-year Planning Horizon – The large electrical corporations challenge the WSD’s authority to ask the electrical corporations to submit goals for a ten-year planning horizon. The WSD has the statutory authority to request such information; Pub. Util. Code Section 8386(c)(22) requires electrical corporations to furnish with their WMPs “any other information that the Wildfire Safety Division may require.” PG&E asserts that the WSD may only require WMPs to cover a three-year period. Section 8386(b) states that WMPs must cover “at least a three-year period.” The words “at least” suggest a longer period is permissible; therefore, the WSD is within its statutory authority to ask for 10-year planning horizon.

Furthermore, many of the activities set forth in electrical corporations’ WMPs span beyond a three-year period, e.g. many grid hardening initiatives will take more than three years to deploy. Therefore, planning horizons beyond three-years are likely considered by electrical corporations when choosing WMP initiatives. It is essential that electrical corporations communicate a long-term vision that differs from “business as usual” given the scale and time horizon of certain WMP initiatives.

FINDINGS

1. On March 19, 2020, the Governor of California signed Executive Order N-33-20 requiring Californians to heed the order of the California State Public Health Officer and the Director of the California Department of Public Health that all individuals living in California stay home or at their place of residence, except as needed to maintain continuity of operation of the federal critical infrastructure sectors, in order to address the public health emergency presented by the COVID-19 disease.

2. There was inadequate time to incorporate party comments on the WMP Guidelines and supporting material served with Administrative Law Judge Thomas’ December 16, 2019 ruling given the short time between issuance of the materials and the February 7, 2020 deadline for 2020 WMP submission.

3. The binary nature of maturity model scoring means that if an electrical corporation currently lacks one element of a multi-part requirement, the electrical corporation is deemed to lack maturity on the entire requirement.
4. Use of the maturity model in 2020 allows the WSD to establish a baseline in order to track improvement in wildfire mitigation programs over time. The maturity model should be used primarily to assess an electrical corporation’s progress over time.

5. Given that the maturity model is new, further refinement and calibration of the scoring requirements may be necessary.

6. The effectiveness of wildfire mitigation activities contained in electrical corporations’ WMPs cannot be determined using “program targets,” e.g., number of miles of covered conductor installed or number of trees trimmed.

7. Program targets do not meet the requirements of Public Utilities Code 8386 to establish metrics to evaluate WMP performance.

8. A conditional approval of a WMP identifies each missing or inadequate element in the WMP and requires specific action to remedy the problem according to particular timelines. The 2020 WMP Resolutions for each electrical corporation contain a set of “Deficiencies” and associated “Conditions” to remedy those deficiencies. Each deficiency is categorized into one of the following categories, with Class A being the most serious:
   
   - Class A – aspects of the WMP are lacking or flawed;
   - Class B – insufficient detail or justification provided in WMP;
   - Class C – gaps in baseline or historical data, as required in 2020 WMP Guidelines.

9. Class A deficiencies are of the highest concern and require an electrical corporation to develop and submit to the WSD, within 45 days of Commission ratification of WMP Resolutions, an RCP to resolve the identified deficiency. An RCP must present all missing information and/or articulate the electrical corporation’s plan, including proposed timeline, to bring the electrical corporation’s WMP into compliance.

10. Class B deficiencies are of medium concern and require reporting on a quarterly basis by the electrical corporation to provide missing data or update its progress. This quarterly reporting is in addition to Tier 1 advice letters filings mandated in Public Utilities Code § 8389(e)(7).
11. Class C deficiencies require the electrical corporation to submit additional detail and information or otherwise come into compliance in its 2021 annual WMP update.

12. Each of the following electrical corporations’ WMPs contain the Guidance Deficiencies set forth in Appendix A: PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, PacifiCorp, Liberty and Bear Valley.

13. The WSD has reviewed the 2020 WMP submissions for compliance with the ordering paragraphs contained in the Commission’s 2019 decisions on each electrical corporation’s 2019 WMP. Each 2019 ordering paragraph has either been addressed in the electrical corporation’s 2020 WMP or is the subject of Conditions in this Resolution or the individual Resolutions being issued this year.

14. It is essential that there be a process for modifying, reducing, increasing, or ending mitigation measures that are not working, or otherwise require modification.

15. Pub. Util. Code § 8386.3(a) requires the WSD to consult with CAL FIRE in reviewing electrical corporations’ 2020 WMPs. The Commission and CAL FIRE have a memorandum of understanding in place to facilitate this consultation (Pub. Util. Code § 8386.5). The Commission and the WSD have met these requirements, but neither this Resolution nor the Resolutions on the individual WMPs purport to speak for CAL FIRE.

16. The WSD is required by Pub. Util. Code § 8386(b) to establish a schedule for the submission of subsequent comprehensive wildfire mitigation plans, which may allow for the staggering of compliance periods for each electrical corporation. In its discretion, the WSD may allow the annual submissions to be updates to the last approved comprehensive wildfire mitigation plan; provided, that each electrical corporation shall submit a comprehensive wildfire mitigation plan at least once every three years.

17. Trans Bay Cable, LLC and Horizon West Transmission are differently situated to the other electrical corporations, having minimal ignition risk due to their locations and footprints. The WSD will issue guidance to Trans Bay Cable and Horizon West Transmission on the required contents of 2021 WMP updates. The WSD will also consider a more streamlined data and
submission process for these companies in advance of their next comprehensive WMP filing in 2023.

**THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT:**

1. The Wildfire Safety Division’s Guidance on 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plans is, hereby ratified.

2. Nothing in this Resolution constitutes approval of the costs associated with electrical corporations’ Wildfire Mitigation Plan (WMP) efforts. As set forth in Public Utilities Code §8386(g), and confirmed by Decision 19-05-036, the Commission will consider costs recovery related to WMPs in the electrical corporations' General Rate Cases or application permitted by Section 8386.4(b)(2).

3. Electrical corporations shall make every effort to keep Wildfire Mitigation Plan implementation progress on track in order to ensure that electrical corporations are prepared for the upcoming and subsequent wildfire seasons while complying with direction from public health officials regarding shelter-in-place, social distancing, or other measures that may need to be taken in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

4. Electrical corporations shall thoroughly incorporate COVID-19 orders, response activities, and other considerations into their Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) operations and protocols and follow orders issued by the Commission in Rulemaking 18-12-005 or any other Commission orders pertaining to PSPS.

5. All electrical corporations shall submit an update to their 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plans in 2021. The Wildfire safety Division will issue a schedule for such submission separately and may stagger the electrical corporations’ submissions.

6. Each of the following electrical corporations: Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities, and Bear Valley Electric Service shall comply with the Guidance Conditions set forth in Appendix A to this Resolution in order for its Wildfire Mitigation Plan to be deemed in compliance with Public Utilities Code Section 8386 and the Wildfire Safety Division’s Wildfire Mitigation Plan Guidelines. In complying with each
Condition, the named electrical corporations shall look to the corresponding Deficiency for guidance.

7. For Class A deficiencies, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities, and Bear Valley Electric Service must submit Remedial Compliance Plans (RCP) to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division within 45 days of Commission ratification of the Wildfire Mitigation Plan Resolutions. An RCP must present all missing information and/or articulate the electrical corporation’s plan, including proposed timeline, to bring the electrical corporation’s WMP into compliance. RCPs shall be named “[Name]’s 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plan Remedial Compliance Plan.” Submission of all reports shall be by e-mail to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the service list in Rulemaking 18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.

8. For Class B deficiencies, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities, and Bear Valley Electric Service must submit quarterly reports to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division. Information requested in the quarterly reports shall be submitted either one time in the first quarterly report or on an ongoing basis as specified by each condition. The quarterly reports shall be named “[Name]’s Quarterly Report on 2020 Wildfire Mitigation Plan for [period covered].” The first quarterly report must be submitted 90 days after the Commission ratifies the Wildfire Mitigation Plan Resolutions, and every three months thereafter. In some cases, individual Resolutions impose other additional reporting requirements, and the Resolutions contain relevant detail for those reports with which named electrical corporations must comply. Submission of all quarterly reports shall be by e-mail to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the
service list in Rulemaking 18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.


10. Electrical corporations seeking to modify, reduce, increase or end any initiatives in its Wildfire Mitigation Plan prior to the 2021 Wildfire Mitigation Plan update shall submit a report to Wildfire Safety Division entitled “Change Orders Report” containing the information set forth in this resolution. The first such report shall be submitted no later than three months from the ratification date of this Resolution and the second one no later than six months after the ratification date of this Resolution. Submission shall be by e-mail to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the service list in Rulemaking 18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.

11. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, PacifiCorp, Liberty Utilities, and Bear Valley Electric Service must, by July 13, 2020, furnish a list of all mitigation measures that are part of a combined program that they claim they cannot disaggregate. Submission shall be by e-mail to the Director of the Wildfire Safety Division at WildfireSafetyDivision@cpuc.ca.gov. The electrical corporations shall concurrently serve all reports on the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection at CALFIREUtilityFireMitigationUnit@fire.ca.gov and on the service list in Rulemaking 18-10-007 consistent with the procedures set forth in Rules 1.9 and 1.10 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.

12. Nothing in the review and approval of WMPs relieves the electrical corporations of any otherwise applicable environmental laws or other statutory requirements. Moreover, environmental stewardship is an important value to California and electrical corporations are expected to consider environmental values in all their decision-making. Each electrical corporation shall meet the listed conditions in its individual Resolution in full in order for its Wildfire Mitigation plan to be
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deeded in compliance with Public Utilities Code Section 8386 and Wildfire Mitigation Plan Guidelines.

This Resolution is effective today.

I certify that the foregoing resolution was duly introduced, passed and adopted at a conference of the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California held on June 11, 2020; the following Commissioners voting favorably thereon:

__________________________
/s/ ALICE STEBBINS
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Executive Director
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